Abstract: This paper describes part of an ongoing comprehensive research project that is aimed at generating a MathML format from images of mathematical expressions that have been extracted from scanned PDF documents.
Introduction
Lines in Mathematical PDF documents are categorized into different three types. Currently there are several methods that facilitate math formulae to be extracted from scanned documents. Jin et al. [1] proposed a Mathematical Formulas Extraction method. The method classifies each line as either Isolated Formulae (IF) or non-Isolated Formulae (Non-IF) using the Parzen Window Classifier technique. The Parzen Window Classification [2] method is a technique for nonparametric density estimation that can also be azadeh.nazemi@postgrad.curtin.edu.au used for classification. Each class density is separately approximated and a test point, with the maximal posterior probability, is assigned to each class. The resulting algorithm is extremely simple and closely related to Support Vector Machines (SVM). Mathematical expressions are either one-dimensional (1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D). After line classification, the Jin method uses 2-D structure detection. This method does not support 1-D structured EFs [2] . A different approach to Jin et al.'s method for Mathematical Formulas Extraction was presented by Kacem et al. [3] . The Kacem et al. [3] method is based on connected component identification and uses several features, such as boundary boxes, for IF detection and extraction. The EF method is dependent upon the results from both symbol recognition and Optical Character Recognition (OCR). This method specifies the most significant symbol's location and extends it to adjoining symbols using contextual rules. This is continued until the entire formula is delimited, usually through the use of white spaces [3] , [4] . Lin et al. [5] identified of embedded mathematical formulas in PDF documents using SVM. This method carries out a word segmentation over the scanned document and then classifies words as either ordinary text or as a formula fragment using SVM classifier [5] . Since an isolated expression has a recognizable geometric layout, most of the previous methods for IF detection and extraction are rule-based. However, embedded expressions are often short and separating equations from text is problematic. Character-based separation is a method to recognize the location of embedded expressions. This method works in conjunction with OCR and specifies the location of some symbols (e.g., the equal sign) position within the line. In cases where the line does not contain the specified symbol, the EF's position remains ambiguous. The method undertaken in this paper to extract mathematical expressions from scanned PDF uses the following steps: 
Line Segmentation Issues in Mathematical Documents
In terms of line segmentation accuracy in mathematical PDF documents, lines are divided to four categories as follows: 1. Full-Segmented: the line is completely segmented with its subscript or superscript (Fig. 2) . 2. Over-Segmented: the line can be split into more than one line, or partially detected. Figure 3 illustrates the 2-dimensional IF line, and shows over-segmentation occurrence during ordinary line segmentation, which splits one line into two separate segments. 3. Under-Segmented: the line is merged with some other lines. 
Mathematical Information Retrieval Overview
The flowchart shown in Fig. 6 illustrates several modules involving MIR processing. These modules use image processing techniques and PDF layout analysis. 
MIR Modules

Preprocessing
This module includes: 1. Document image binary conversion 2. Margin removal 
Block Segmentation
Block segmentation preserves the reading order. In a multicolumn document the OCR results would not keep original reading order. Block segmentation is responsible for identifying the extended vertical black lines or extended vertical whitespace. Block segmentation divides the multi-column document image into blocks using combination of morphological operations [6] or by the Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision of Transformation Space (RAST) method to retain the reading order [7] .
Line Segmentation
In this research One-Column-Projection (1CP) is used to segment the lines. It specifies the position of the largest rectangle of whitespace area. Figure 7 illustrates a mathematical document and its line segmentation. Using the 1CP method for line segmentation solves the issues mentioned in Section 2, even though hand written document pages have been successfully segmented with this method. Spaces. Then the lines which are labelled as IF or EF are sent to the Mathematical Information Retrieval (MIR) module for further investigation. The threshold value of each feature is used to compare features in the datasets. Mean, mode and median are used to find the threshold value. These three values are calculated with the following formulae:
If Mode(x) >Mean(x) and Mode(x)>Median, the data set is skewed to the left or it is negatively skewed. In this situation the mean and the median are both less than the mode. Generally, most of the time when the data is skewed to the left, the mean will be less than the median.
If:
If: Mode (x) <Mean(x) and Mode(x) <Median(x) it means the data set is skewed to the right then Threshold-value(x) = Median(x) (Fig. 9 right)
The below snippets for feature i represented by f i have been collected in a file (file.dat) in order to obtaint the mode, frequency, mean, median, minimum and maximum.
Mode
The line labelling module first focuses on mathematical expression attribute to classify IF.
The line may be IF: if the line meets one the following conditions: 1. If height >median (normal text characters height). 2. Mathematical expressions include subscript and superscripts (S&S) or tall symbols (aspect ratio > 1.3) are often written using 2-3 row to accommodate them). 3. If the line includes a horizontal line separating the numerator W=Line-width H=Line-height LM=Left-margin IF=Isolated-formula EF=Embedded-formula VS=Vertical-space I=Line-number MD=Multi-dimension A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating hyperplane. SVM algorithms calculate the optimal hyperplane to categorize new examples using labelled training data. This is known as supervised learning [8] . Utilizing SVM as a classifier needs a training data file and a model file. In order to generate a training data file for svm_learn traindatat.dat model To apply a new line to the classifier, SVM model file and data file contains feature vector are used by this command:
svm_classify data.dat model Result.txt "Resault.txt" includes classifier result for data file.
EF Extraction Using Word Segmentation
Isolated formulae detection is performed based only on features of the geometric layout and SVM classification because Aspect-Ratio =h/w Area=w*h Density(i)=Number of black pixels/area(i)
After geometric classification, text blocks are applied to character based classification.
If a text block contains one of the following items then it is considered as a part of the mathematical block. 1. Greek alphabet 2. Latin alphabet 3. Mathematic standard functions such as: sin, cos, tan, csc, sec, cot, sinh, cosh, tanh, log, ln, det, dim, lim, mod, gcd, lcm
Recursive Symbol Segmentation and Bracket Rule
Since in many cases mathematical expressions are multidimensional, symbol segmentation or primitive component extraction must be accomplished both vertically and horizontally. For this purpose, several segmentation techniques were used, compared and evaluated. The Voronoi-diagram based segmentation algorithm is a bottom-up algorithm, which extracts sample points from the boundaries of the connected components. A Voronoi diagram is then generated using sample points obtained from the borders of the connected components. The Voronoi edges that pass through a connected component are then deleted to obtain a Voronoi diagram area. Unnecessary Voronoi edges are deleted to obtain boundaries of document components. The output of the algorithm consists of arbitrarily shaped regions bounded by Voronoi edges. Voronoi performs segmentation by connected components [12] . Figure 12 proves that using Voronoi solves the Impervious Component Extraction (ICE) issue for some symbols like the radical symbol [13] . Additionally the Voronoi result provides bounding boxes and geometric properties for all mathematical components, which are sufficient to symbolize role recognition and semantic structure analysis.
Run Length Smearing Algorithm (RLSA) [14] is another segmentation algorithm tried within this module. The algorithm transforms a binary sequence x into y. Except in cases, which mathematical expressions contain impervious components RLSA provides better results compared to Voronoi and undersegmentation occurrence is less than that of Voronoi. To improve primitive component extraction accuracy, Recursive Component Extraction (RCE) has been developed which contains two sub modules: Vertical Component Extraction (VCE) and Horizontal Component Extraction (HCE). To reduce ambiguity, each VCE output first must be surrounded by ( ), then recursively applied to the HCE module until all components are extracted [13] . The 
Generating a Symbol Dictionary Using InftyMDB
In the Infty Project, InftyMDB-1 was collated to be used for development. The formulae were collected from 32 pure mathematical articles. Each mathematical formula in the database consists of 10 or more symbols. Original images of the formulae are available [16] . The RCE run for 1,000 mathematical expression image files included segmenting them to primitive symbols so as to provide a mathematical symbol dictionary. This dictionary was divided to 3 categories considering the symbols'aspect ratio. Any symbol, belongs to one or two (but never three) categories [17] . Table 2 shows 3 categories for 258 different symbols and characters considering their aspect ratio. In the end there were, 18 symbol which are short, 206 square and 43 tall symbols. This dictionary is utilized for symbol recognition. For symbol recognition Vector-based Symbol Recognition collects the Aspect Ratio, Area, Density and Norm as the symbol features.
Area (i) =WxH c 2014 Information Processing Society of Japan
Density (i) =Number of black pixels/Area (i)
The matching function calculates the Euclidean distance between symbol i and all symbols in the dictionary of its category. The matching function is responsible for comparing the Euclidean distance values and finding the smallest one as a result of symbol i recognition.
Euclidean Distance
= ((σ x (i) − σ x (model)) 2 + (σ y (i) − σ y (model)) 2 +(ar(i) − ar(model)) 2 +(density(i) − density(model)) 2
Symbol Layout or Structural Semantic Analysis Issues
Regarding Mathematic Layout Analysis Include 1. Two-dimensional structure 2. Non-ordering symbol arrangements 3. No dictionary of all math expressions 4. Large variations in symbol scale 5. Many more symbol classes
The first two issues have been already addressed by the previously described approach (RCE) and using the brackets rules. The mathematic dictionary is generated, as described in the previous section reduces the lack of availability of complete and comprehensive dictionaries. The 4th and 5th issues are addressed by using semantic structure analysis by investigating relationships between two adjacent symbols. Mathematical expressions generally represent an application of functions, operators and relations to arguments. Multiple mathematical statements may be represented by a single expression; in other words, mathematical expressions are polysemic [18] . It means the definition and role of symbols frequently change. Even when the domain is clear, symbol definitions are often ambiguous. Analysis of the spatial relationships between symbols is the symbol layout or structural semantic analysis. The spatial relationships are composed of baseline, subscript, superscript, upper, and lower relations. Since spatial relationships convey the meaning of mathematical expressions, its identification is critical to recognize mathematical expressions. Symbol semantic analysis is considered when solving the ordering and relationship problems noting the symbol role and situation concentration instead of symbol isolation. Semantic analysis detects upper, lower, subscripts and superscripts components, assigning them to their parent symbols and merging them as a single unit [19] . Identifying relationships between each symbol and its previous adjacent symbol has been implemented by measuring the line slope between bounding box corners [20] . As shown in 
Fig. 15
Relationship between two adjacent mathematic symbols. 
Red line slope
Other useful features to recognize adjacent symbols' relationships and classify them are (Fig. 15 [21] ) Table 3 indicates different relationships between two adjacent symbols.
Merging Primitive Components and MathML Generation
In order to comply with symbol layout analysis, symbols are inspected from left to right [22] . Symbol layout analysis and symbol classification are based on extracted features format. One of the most critical tasks in this module is detecting dependent components and merging them as a single unit using brackets to sur- a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n 8) Subscripts and superscripts 9) Accents 10) Binomial 11) Matrices 12) Roots 13) Text or Named operator. These operators are represented by a multi letter abbreviation: 14) arccos, arcsin, arctan, arg, cos, cosh, cot, coth, csc, deg, det, dim, exp, gcd, hom, inf, inj, lim, lg, ker, ln, log, max, min, Pr, sec, sin, sinh, sup, tan, tanh These parts of mathematical expressions can be recognized using OCR. Symbols of class 3, notably the minus sign, are automatically coerced to class 1, if they do not have a suitable left operand. 
